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PREFACE 

The Second General Conference of the United Nations Industrial Development 
Organiuttion CUIHDO) 1 held at Lima, Peru, in March 1975, recmmended in 
paragraph 66 of the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action on Industrial 
Development and Co-operation !/ that UNII)() should include among its activities 
a system of continuing consultations between developed and developing 
cowitries, with the object of raising the developing countries' share in world 
industrial output through increased international co-operation. The General 
Assembly, at its seventh special session in September 1975, endorsed the 
recc-endatioo and requested UNIDO to illple11e11t it ander the guidance of the 
Industrial Development Board. 

At its i"ourteenth session, in May 1980, the Industrial Development Board 
decided to establish the Systea of Consultations on a permanent basis. g1 
At its sixteenth session, in May 1982, the Board adopted the rules of 
procedure, 'J_/ according !o which the System of Consultations was to operate, 
together with its principles, objectives and characterist:.cs (ID/B/258, annex). 
Notably: 

The Systea of Consultations shall be an instrument through which UNIDO 
is to serve as a f orua for developed and developing countries in their 
contacts and consultations directed towards the iadustrialization of 
developing countries; 

The System of Consultations would also ~it negotiations aaong 
interested parties at their request, at the sa11e tllle as or after 
consultations; 

Participants of each member country should include representative of 
Governaents, industry, labour, consimer groups and others, as deelled 
appropriate by each Govenment; 

Each Consultation meeting shall formulate a report, which shall include 
conclusio03 and recc endations agreed upon by consensus and also other 
significant views expressed during the discussions. 

Twenty-ni·e Consultations have been convened since 1977, covering the 
following industries and topics: capital goods, agricultural 113chinery1 iron 
and steel, fertilizers, petrocheaicals, pharmaceuticals, leather and leather 
products, vegetable oils and fats, food-processing, industrial fiuancing, 
training of industrial 98Dpower, wood and wood products and building materials. 

!/ See RePOrt of _the Second G!!:!!!:!!_£2!!f!rence of the United Nations 
Industrial DeveJopment Orga~ization (ID/CONF.3/31), chap. IV. 

ii Report of the lndustrial Cevelopllellt Board on its fourteenth ses•ion 
(0ffici!J_~!£Q[~!-2f_!~~_g!J)eral A•stmhly, Thirt1::fifth Session, Supple9P>.:!!,! 
No. 16 (A/35/16)), vol. Il, chap. XI, para. 153. 

~/ Report of the Industrial Development Board on it• sixteenth session 
(Official Records of the GenP-ral Assembly. Thirty-•eventh Session, Suppleiment 
No. ]!i (A/37/16)), chap. IV, para. 46). 
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INTRODlk:TION 

1. The First Consultation on the fisheries Industry was held at Gdansk, 
Poland, frOlil l to 5 June 19C7. The First Consultation was attended by 
119 participants from 38 countries and 8 organizations (see Annex I). The 
Consultation was co-sponsored by the Food and Agriculture Organization of 
the United Nations (FAO) and the United Nations Industrial Development 
Organization (UNIDO) and was held at the invitation of the Govenment of 
Poland, with logistical support from the Central Union of Work Co-operatives. 

2. The Industrial Development Board, at its nineteenth session in May 1985, 
decided to include the First Consultation on the Fisheries Industry in the 
Progra1111e of Consultation Meetings for the bienniUll 1986-1987. Prior to the 
decision of the Board, an ad hoc Expert Group Meeting was held at Vienna in 
February 1984 to identify priority areas in which international co-operation 
in the fisheries industry was possible and desirable. Areas identified 
included shipbuilding, harvesting techniques and equipment 11BDufacture, fish 
processing and preservation, storage, packaging and transport, marketing and 
scientific research and training. 

3. A Regional Meeting for Latin Allerica and the Caribbean was held at Lima, 
Peru, froa 27 to 30 May 1986. It was organized in close co-operation with the 
Sistema Econdaico Latinoamericano (SELA) and the Organizaci6n Latinoamericana 
de Desarrollo Pesquero (OLDEPBSCA} and was hosted by the Government of Peru. 
A Regional Meeting for Africa was held at Dakar, Senegal, from 16 to 
19 Septelllber 1986. It was organized in close co-operation with the Govenment 
of France 8Jld was hosted by the GoverDllellt of Senegal. 

4. The objectives of the regional preparatory meetings were: 

(a) To discuss the current situation in the fisheries industry in the 
regions and its potential for expansion within the fr&11eWOrk of the exclusive 
economic zone, established in the United Nations Convention on the Law of the 
Sea; !/ 

(b) To identify common and particular constraints that ha11pered the 
development of the industry in the developing countries of the regions; 

(c) To examine and propose ways and lle8DS for international co-operation 
and action needed to overcome identified constraints; 

Cd) To select specific issues for further elaboration to be discussed at 
the Global Preparatory Meeting and for possible subaission to the First 
Consultation on the Fisheries Industry. 

5. A Global Preparatory Meeting was held at Mexicc City fr011 26 to 
29 January 1987, hosted by the Government of Mexico, to advise UNIDO m.d FAO 
on the •~le~tion of the issues that •ight be considered at the Consultation. 

11 Official Records of the Third United_~!!i2n!_g2!,!f![!flC!_2g the Law 
~f the Sea, vol. XVII (United Nations publication, Sales No. E.84.V.3), 
dOCUlleDt A/CONF.62/122. 
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6. Regional surveys on the situation of the fisheries industry in Africa, 
Asia and Latin Aaerica were prepared by the UNIOO Secretariat, in 
collaboration with FAO, for the aeetings. 

7. Taking note cf the complexity and wide diversification of all aspects of 
the fishing industry, eJ<Ferts at the Global Preparatory Meeting identified the 
following two aain groups of issues connected with the industrialization of 
the fishery sector to be discussed at the First Consultation on the Fisheries 
Industry: 

Issue 1: l11Provement and modernization of boats and fishing equipment to 
increase productivity and efficiency: 

(a) Small-scale fishing boats; 

(b) Industriel fishing vessels; 

(c) Fishing gear and equipment; 

(d) On-board handling facilities and techniques; 

(e) Engines for saall-scale fishing boats; 

(f) Maintenance and ship-repair facilities; 

(g) Training, including electronics. 

Issue 2: l11Prove.ent oi the fish-production chain and the increase of 
added value: 

(a) Awareness and choice of adequate processing technologies: 

(i) Small-scale processing; 

(ii) Industrial processing; 

(b) The need to improve and disseminate proper handling and 
preservation teclmiques, including low-cost cold chains; 

(c) Training of teclmicians in fish processing and 
refrigeration; 

(d) Product development, packaging, fish inspection and 
quality control for quality assurance; 

(e) Market W,Velopment and !mproving of marketing channels and 
systellS for dollestic, as well as export narkets. 

8. ~ a follow-up to thE recOllllelldationd of the Global Preparatory Meeting, 
UNIOO and FAO prepared background doeu11entation for the discussion of the 
proposed iHues ( eee annex lJ) . 
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AGRUD CONCLUSIONS AND RIC<MtBNDATIONS 

Issue 1: l11provement and llOdernization of boats and fishin« 
equii;ment to improve productivity and ef'ficiency 

Conclusions 

9. The importance of' improving artisanal, semi-iD'iustrial and commercial 
f iaheries is recognized, and there is a need to attract investment for each of 
the subsectora in accordance with national development plans. There is also a 
need to ensure that such development plans reflect the actual needs of the 
country concerned f'or 118Dagement, planning, f'ishing boats and fishing gear, 
support installations, etc. 

10. More attention should be given to the provision of credit to the fisheries 
sector and to those engaged in artisanal fisheries in particular. 

11. Considering the scarcity of hardwood for fishing boats in Jl8DY countries, 
there is a need for the application of alternative construction 11aterials, 
taking into account the experience gained so f'ar and the results of' studies 
perfol"lled previously. 

12. Closer international co-operation, with emphasis at the regional and 
interregional levels, should be encouraged in fields such as boat building and 
the manufacture of fishing gear and auxiliary equipment, as well as in the 
utilization of ship repair facilities. 

13. An integrated approach to industrial development and fisheries 
development, both industrial and artisanal, should be adopted, taking into 
consideration, among others, social-econClllic aspects, the need for the 
affective organization of the sector and available information on fiRh stocks. 

14. Studies should be carried out to ensure the introduction of appropriate 
equipment and technology to the country or region in question, as identified 
in investment projects. 

15. National and international bodies should pr0110te invest.ent and ensure 
the availability of credit on appropriate conditions, for artisanal and 
industrial fisheries, including supporting industr·ies, with special refarence 
to developing countries. 

16. In progrmmlelJ for the transfer of technology, training should be teilored 
to meet the actual needs of recipient countries. 

17. Closer international co-operation should be encouraged on a regional and 
interregional basis. Such co-operation should ll&ke use of appropriate 
f on1Ulae.. taking greater account of both the global nature of development 
conditions and local needs. For this purpose, industries, national and 
regional organizations and enterprisee in the public and private sectors 
should be involved. 
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18. Studies on the suitability of other aaterials for use in the construction 
of boats as an alternative to hardwood, where these are scarce, should 
continue to be carried out. 

19. Wide participation of developed and developing countries in the UNDP/FAO 
Progr e for the Co-operative Use of Vessels for Fisheries Research, 
Development and Training should be encouraged. 

Conclusions 

Issue 2: l!prove11ent of the fish production chain 
and the ;ncrease of added value 

20. Public and private institutions dealing with the fisheries industrv do 
not always have the lle8DS and c:&plh'.:ities to cope with the problems faced by 
the sector in aany developing countries. 

21. The problems posed by small-scale processing and industrial processing 
are of a different nature in terms of possibilities for improving equipment 
and technology and training of 118Jlpower. Industrial production is aaioly 
geared towards international ll&rt.ets 1 whereas SJ18ll-scale or artisanal 
processing is,·in most cases, oriented towards the local lltlrket. 

22. The proble11& encountered in handling and preservation, from catching to 
consU11Ption, are SOiie of the 11ain constraints to the increase of value added. 
The lack of adequate cold chains results in high POSt-harvest losses and the 
supply of poor quality raw aaterial for different forms of consU11Ption. 

23. Appropriate training continues to be a necessity in developing countries 
in order to ensure the further development of the fisheries industry. 
Training is needed at all levels and for different purposes, although special 
emphasis should be put on the need for training •iddle-level technicians and 
mmagers. 

24. Regarding product development, the most interesting possibilities are 
found in better utilization of s11all pelagic species and the use of by-catch 
and SOiie unconventional species. Production for direct bUllaD consU11Ption 
should have priority over the production ~f ani11&l feed. The lack of adequate 
packaging results in liaited access to d011eStic and external J1Srkets. It is 
necessary to i.Jlplement effective quality-control schemes and transport 
syste11S, particularly for products destined for export. 

25. To reach foreign aarkets with value added products frOll developing 
countries, it is necessary to use alternative aarketing channels. 

26. Iaproved distribution and transport facilities are required to widen 
domeatic 11&rkets for perishable fishery products. 

27. Financing mechaniaas, either frOll bilateral or aultilateral institutions, 
for the purpc>1Je of prOllOting the fishery industries are inadequate, and the 
banking systea is also not adapted to meet the requirements of the fisheries 
sector, e•pecially in the case of saall-scale fishery development. 
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Reco-.endations 

28. It is essential that governaental institutions dealing with thP fisheries 
industry in developing countries be strengthened, and p~oper institutional 
infrastructure should be established. 

29. UNIDO, FAO and other concerned international bodies should increase their 
co-ordinated efforts to iaprove processing techniques at all levels and 
disseminate knowledge, as well as advice on equipaent. Efforts should also be 
made to improve transfer of technology adapted to conditions prevailing in 
developing countries. 

30. UNIDO, FAO and other concerned 01·ganizations should increase their 
efforts to pr0110te solutions to the problem of the shortage of ice in 
developing countries by proaoting the installation of ice-producing e.suipaent, 
thP. use of insulated containers and the establishaent of cold storage 
facilities. They should also pr0110te research on new technologies such as 
solar-powered ice plants. 

31. In the field of training: 

(a) FAO and UNIDO are requested: 

(i) To continue and strengthen their efforts in the field of training; 

(ii) To continue with the development of training aaterial and visual 
aids, and to study the possibility of utilizing new and aore 
effective teaching techniques, 

(iii) To disseminate inforaation on training activities of interest to 
developing countries; 

(iv) To increase their efforts in supporting research and development 
work, as well as extension services in fish processing in the 
developing countries; 

(b) Financing institutions and countries that provide training are 
requested: 

(i) To continue providing support to training progr81111e9 based on the 
needs of the recipient countries, including training of trainers; 

(ii) To promote training activities in developing countries themselves; 

(iii) To favour, whenever possible, on-the-job training; 

(c) Govern11ents are requested: 

(i) To link training to the real needs of fisheries develo(>llent; 

{ii) To take into account not only the training needs of industry and the 
artisanal sector but also the needs of public institutions; 

(iii) To promote training activities within the scheme of technical 
co-operation B110ng developing countries. 
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32. With respect to product development: 

(a) International organizations should :make an effort to help developing 
count~i~ to :make better use of underutilized species for direct human 
consumption, studying the possibility of introducing new products and new 
production techniques or presentations, including waste-processing 
technologies; 

(b) Efforts should be made to develop new types of packaging in order to 
reduce the cost of products pres'!Dtly canned; 

(c) New types of economic packages for dried, SllOked and other products 
should be developed with the a:iia of reducing losses; 

(d) International organizati~ns should perform a vital role in quality 
control, advising on the illpleaentation f adequate control syste11&, as well 
as on training of the necessary technical personnel; 

(e) Appropriate systems of quality assurance should be illpleaented to 
enhance the acceptance of fishery products on international 118rkets; 

(f) Regional and interregional co-operation on fish inspection and 
quality control, including training schelles for fish product inspectors, 
should be proaoted. 

33. In order to gain access to foreign 11&rkets, developing countries should 
look into the possibilities of using alternative channels. UNIDO, FAO and 
other international organizations should advise developing countries on such 
alternatives. 

34. With the co-operation of international institutions such as UNIDO and 
FAO, assessments should be made of the technical possibilities of illproving 
the transport of fishery products froa the landing site to the cons1111er. 

35. Financial resources should be increased and the implementation of r.ew 
credit syste11& suitablr for financing the fishery sector, particularly 
small-scale operations, should be proaoted, taking into consideration the 
local situation in each particular country. 
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I. ORGANIZATION or TllK CONSULTATION 

Opening of the Consultation 

Statement on behalf of the Director-General of UNIDO 

36. The Deputy Director-General of the Deparblent for Industrial Promotion. 
Consultations and Technology of UNIDO. in a statement presented on behalf of 
the Director-General of UNIDO. said that the fisheries industry was ?f 
illportance because it accounted for a considerable part of the GDP of many 
developing countries. stimulated growth in a ran(e of ancillary sectors, 
created jobs and was an illportant source of animal protein. The United Nations 
Convention on the Law of the Sea. he noted, bad played a lllljor role in 
focusing the interest of 118DY developing countriea in exploiting valuable fish 
resources. With regard to industrialization. he said that UNIDO, in 
collaboration with FAO. was looking at the fisheries industry with a view to 
identifying the constraints haapering its ~~velopment and exploring various 
ways and aeans of increasing international co-operation in overccming those 
constraints. 

Statement on behalf of the Director-General of FAO 

37. The Assistant Director-General a. i. of the fisheries Department of FAO. 
speaking on behalf of the Director-General of FAO, noted that his Organization 
was primarily concerned with promotiag and 110nitoring the production of fish 
and fishery products. He outlined the infor11&tion and technical assistance 
elements involved in that task. The promotion of fisheries industries 
depended. however. on the establishment and strengtlwning of supporting and 
ancillary industries. Attention was drawn to the small and artisanal sector, 
which constituted a ll&jor part of the fisheries industries in aany dev~loping 
countries. The Assistant Director-General a.i. drew attention to the fact 
that fish was a renewable, but liaited resource. and it should therefore be 
exploited judiciously. Re pointed out that through effective 118D&gement and 
improved teclmologies, large increases in fish aupplies could be obtained. 

Statement by the President of the Central Uni?n of Work Co-operatives 

38. The President of the Central Union of Work Co-operatives and Chail'Jl&D of 
the Organizing C01m1ittee for the Consultation described the co-operation that 
existed between UNIDO and the Central Union, which in the last few years had 
been carried out within the fr&11eWork of an agreement on international 
co-operation fer the development of industrial co-operatives in developing 
countries. Re drew attention to the role that fishing and fish-processing 
co-operatives could play in developing the fisheries industry and to the 
challenges they faced owing to a scarcity of fishing equipment, inadequacy of 
cooling, repair and 11&intenance and transport facilities and increasing prices 
of equipment. 
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State11ent by the l)eputr Mayor of Gda6ak 

39. The Deputy Mayor of Gdad.sk weleoliled the participants to the First 
Consul tat ion on the •,isheries Industry. The venue of the meeting was 
appro~iate, he said, as Gda6sk was the aajor seaport of P~land and the ll&jor 
location of Poland's fisheries industry. 

Statement by the Minister of Foreign Trade of Poland 

40. In opening the Consultation, the Minister of Foreign Trade of Poland drew 
attention to the current econcmic situation world-wide and stressed the 
necessity of a co-ordinated approach to economic development in developing 
countries. It was essential for developing countries to draw on the 
experience of othec countries and to increase co-operation between countries 
with different levels of econamic development. The Minister outlined the 
various fo~ of co-operation between Poland and UNII><> to assist developing 
countries in their industrialization. Be stressed the importance of the 
Sy.tem of Consultations in promoting industrialization and expressed the 
willingness of his country to share its experiences in the fisheries 
industries and related sectors. 

State9ellt by the Director of the UNIDO S)'Stell of Consultalions Division 

41. The Director of the UNIDO Systea of Consultations Division pointed out 
that one of the objectives of the Consultation meetings was to pr0110te the 
industrialization of developing countries by looking at specific sectors in 
order to identify constraints and arrive at policy reca-endations. He 
stressed that it was i11POrtant for those recommendations to correspond to the 
socio-economic environaent of developing countries and pointed to the need to 
find new forllS of international assistance and international co-operation. 
From the point of view of UNIDO, the System of Consultations was unique in 
that it pro·:ided representatives of Govenments, industries, co-opera~ives and 
trade unions an opportunity to identify probleas that hallpered industries and 
to propose solutions. Tt was therefore the ai• of UNIDO to listen closely to 
experts who had first-hand kaJotdedge of specific probleas facing industries. 
The Consultation meetings also provided a forum for developing countries to 
explain their needs for assistance and technical co-operation and to initiate 
infon1&l discussions with other developing countries, developed countries, aid 
agencies and representati.ves of industry. 

42. The Consultation paid tribute to the work of the late Mr. Jean E. Carroz, 
former Assistant Director-General of the Fisheries Department of FM>, and 
observed a •inute of silence in his me110ry. 
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Election of officers 

43. The following officers were elected: 

Chairmm: 

Rapporteur: 

Zbigniew Stefan Karnicki (Poland), Deputy Director, 
Sea Fisheries Institute, Gdynia 

Aloy Fernando (Sri Lanka), Additional Secretary, 
Ministry of Fisheries, and Cbai1"1181l, Ceylon 
Fishery Harbours Corporation, ColOllbo 

Vice-Chai~n: Luc Affoyon (Benin}, Directeur, Projet FAO/D~veloppement 
int~gr~ peche artisanale en Afrique de l'Ouest, Cotonou 

Boris Graiver (USSR), Chief, Division of International 
Organizations, VNIRO, Moscow 

Alonso L6pez Cruz (Mexico), Director General de Asuntos 
Pesqueros Internacionales, Secretar{a de Pesca, 
~ico 

Thomas Johan Tienstra (Netherlands}, Chairman, 
Holland Fish Foundation, Shertogenbosch 

44. It was agreed that two of the Vice-Chainen would serve as r'tainmen of 
the working groups. 

Statement by the r:hail'JISD of the Consultation 

45. The Chairman thanked the Consultation for his election. In his 
statement, he pointed out that although according to the forecast world deaand 
for fish in the year 2000 could be met, there was a need for conscious and 
wise exploitation of resources. He emphasized the need for close and well 
co-ordinated international co-operation, indicating that the First Consultation 
on the Fisheries Industry was an exaaple of the consequent approach UNIDO and 
FAO were taking in that 11atter. The excellent attendance by specialists from 
so many cour~~ies was a success, but the results of the Consultation could only 
be measured in the future by the follow-up to the rec011me11dations agreed upon. 
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Adoption of the Agenda 

46. The Consultation adopted the following agenda: 

1. Opening of the Co:JSultation 

2. Election of Chairman, ViCP.-Cbairmen and Rapporteur 

3. Adoption of the agenda and organization of the work 

4. Presentation of the issues by UNIDO and FAO 

5. Discussion of the issues 

Issue 1: Improvement and llOd~rnization of boats and fishing 
equipment to increase productivity and efficiency 

Issue 2: lllprovement of the fish production chai~ ~"~ the increase 
of added value 

6. Other matters 

7. Conclusions and rec~dations 

8. Adoption of the report of the meeting 

Establishment of working s;1·oups 

47. The Consultation established two working groups to discuss the issues ond 
to propose conclusions and rec01111endations for consideration at the plenary. 
Mr. Thomas Johan Tienstra (Netherlands) chaired the working group on issue 1, 
and Mr. Alonso LcSJ>t!z Cruz (Mexico} chaired the working group on issue 2. 

Documentation 

48. The documents issued prior to the Consultation are listed in annex II. 

Adoption of the report 

49. The report of the first Consultation on the fisheries Industry was 
adopted by consensus at the plenary on 5 June 1987. 
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Concluding i-emarks 

50. /.'.. the closing session, statements were made on behalf of the Directors
General of UNI.DO and FAO and by representatives of the Latin Allerican 
Organization of Fisheries Developaent (ODBSPESCA), the President of the 
Central Union of Work Co-operatives, the CbainlBD of the Consultation and the 
Director of the UNIDO System of Consultations Division. In those statements, 
attention was drawn to the significance of such Consultation meetings, to the 
i..portance of the conclusions and rec•aendations and to areas for follow-up 
and further action. The spirit of co-operation and cordiality that had 
prevailed throu!fiout the Consultation was ~. Participmts expressed 
their satisfaction with the deliberations of the Consultation and thanked the 
Chairman for his efforta, which had contributed to the success of the 
meeting. The work of UNIJ)() and FAO in organizing the Consultation was cited 
as an excellent exaple of co-operation between specializiad agencies of the 
United Nations system. Appreciation was expressed to the Government of Poland 
for its generous hospitality. 

51. During the course of the Consultation, a nUllber of participants offered 
to provide various facilities in the fisheries sector to developing cc..untries. 
At the closing session, Brazil pledged its co-operation, and the Polish foreign 
Trade Enterprise, Ceotromor, offered to provide, free of charge, feasibility 
studies, designs/drawi~gs and technology for vessels or engineering designs, 
including layouts, for three UNIDO projects. The Consultation expressed its 
appreciation to all countries that had :made offers of assistance. 
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II. REPORT OF THE PLENARY SESSION 

Presentation of the issues 

52. A Jlember of the 1'"AO Secretariat introduced issue l by identifying some of 
the factors in the harvesting sector of the fisheries industry. In presenting 
issue 2, a aember of the UNIDO Secretariat discussed the improvement of the 
fish-production chain and reported on the work carried out at the regional and 
global meetings. 

S\111a81")1 of discussion 

53. The Polish authorities were thanked for their generous hospitality and 
for their effectiveness in providing very good facilities for the Consultation. 
Special mention was 11ade of the efforts of the Central Union of Work 
Co-operatives. The Secretariats of FAO and UNIDO were congratulated for 
11aintaining close and effective co-operation, thus ll&king optill&l use of their 
resources and COllJ>etences. 

54. A participant from Mexico expressed regret on behalf of the Mexican 
MinistP.r of Fisheries who was unable to participate in the Consultation owing 
to bis attendance at an engage9e0t associated with Mexico's Day of the 
Marine. Be transmitted a 11e5sage from his Minister wishing the Consultation 
every success. 

55. Some participants introduced papers based either on their long experience 
in the industry or on extensive discussions with a wide range of their 
industrial specialists. The need for integrated developi11ent of the sector was 
stressed, with emphasis being placed by some participants on effective 
planning, on domestic and export 11&rkets and marketing arrangements and on the 
need to have an appropriate balance in capacities from fish catching to retail 
distribution. 

56. Many participants noted the importance of technology in the industry and 
emphasized that technology should be appropriate to the socio-economic and 
financial enviroDJ1ent. One participant noted that some modern technologies 
had been successfully adopted by the artisanal sector. Since women were 
involved in the processing and J1Brketing of fish in the artisanal sector in 
some countries, the effect of new technologies on the fa11ily and the c0111mUDity 
had to be considered. Appropriate technology needed to be effectively 
transferred to and •astered in developing countries through the provision of 
training, after-sale service and the eventual design and local production of 
spare parts. 

57. A nUlllLer of participants provided outlines of the extensive facilities 
offered by +~~i~ countries to developing countries, covering the diverse range 
of activities :nvolved in the fisheries industry. The need to extend various 
for119 of co-operation, as well as a better exchange of infol"Jlation and 
experiences on the basis of shared and mutual benefits was stressed. Several 
participants noted the i!lpOrtance of subregional and regional co-operation in 
overca11ing some of the obstacles faced by developing countries in expanding 
the industry. 
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58. Same participants observed, however, that too .any assistance progra 
to the industry in developing countries had failed and af:tached importance 
an assesS9'IDt of those progie~, so as to analyse fa1iures and successes. 

59. Referring to the rec• 1 endations of the FAO 1hrld Conference on Fisheries 
Management and Development, some participants indicated that there was a need 
for agreement between developed and developing countries on the exploitation 
of fishing grounds and on issues related to the natural replenishment of fish 
stocks, the size of catches and intcnlational fisheries management, in 
accordance with the principles established in the Convention on the Law of the 
Sea and countries' interests. Other participants noted the importance of 
protecting the llllrine environaent, possibly through an international &gree11ent. 

60. Reference was llllde to t~e fact that developing countries should 
contribute with their fisheries resources in a greater proportion than that 
contained in landing statistics. However, fishing activities in those 
countries were not llBking an effective contribution to the solution of the 
problem of hunger and 11alnutrition, which was ever 11<>re acute. That was why 
the ent.."Ouragement of fisheries industries in those countries was a priority 
11&tter for greater international and regional co-operation. 
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III. REPORT OF TllK WORKING GROUP ON ISSUE 1: 
IMPROYEMBNT AND ll«>DERNIZATION OF BOATS AND FISHING 
EQUIPMENT TO INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY AND EFFICIENCY 

61. Several participants and representatives of regional organizations gave 
an account of the status of the fisheries industry in their countries and 
regions, highlighting their experiences in the development of the sector. 
Special mention was made of the strategy for fisheries aanage.ent and 
development, which was endorsed by the FAO World Conferei!Ce on Fisheries 
Management and Develop11ent in 1984. The stage of develol...ent of the industry 
was said to var7 greatly from one country to another, and that factor should 
be taken into account when national and regional develoJ111ent plans were being 
f'onmlated. 

62. A nUllber of participants from developed countries, as well as the 11<>re 
industrialized developing countries expressed the willingness of their 
countries to co-operate with developing countries in a wide range of 
activities, among others in the transfer of technology, training, joint 
ventures, the exchange of infol'll&tion and other fol'JIS of co-operation in the 
fishing industry. 

63. Several participants felt that, although planning in fisheries was a 
national prerogative, some countries did not have the means at their disposal 
to implement the resulting plans of action. It was necessary for adequate 
resources, research, the provision of credit, etc., to be considered on a 
regional basis so as to benefit such countries. 

64. The participants agreed that the fishing industry could not be seen in 
isolation and that it was necessary to give consideration to other factors 
affecting its development. Those factors included, but were not E•ited to, 
the supporting industries, social and economic factors, the level of 
development in a country and its resources. For those rE.:asons, it was 
considered that the integrated approach to industrial and fisheries 
development should be adopted, taking into account technology and marine 
biology, aa well as the infrastructural, social and economic aspects. 

65. It was also agreed that adequate knowledge of the living resov!"ces in the 
waters available to States was essential for the rational 118D&gement and 
development of fisheries. In that respect, SOiie participants stressed the 
need for further assistance in stock assessment surveys. 

66. The working group took note of the establishment by the United Nations 
Develop11e11t Progr111111e (UNDP) and FAO of an interregional project on the 
Co-operative Use of Vessels for Fisheries Research, Development and Training. 

67. N~ting that some participants expressed the desirability of co-operation 
and assistance in the development of fisheries, aany participants stressed the 
importance of joint ventures, which could not only result in the enhancement 
of production but could also enable participating countries to rationally 
utilize existing facilities that were currently underutilized. 
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68. It was noted that joint ventures could also be an ~ffective tool for the 
transfer of adequate technology ailled towards upgrading and improving catching 
and port handling techniques and resulting in the upgrading of end products. 
Several participants also expressed the opinion that through setting up joint 
ventures, the training of personnel could be carried out in an effective 
manner. 

69. A number of participants suggested that more emphasis should be placed ~n 
studies of 11&terials used in fishery ind\astries for hardware, taking into 
account the applicability of alternative 11Bterials used in boat building, 
replacing hard wood wherever possible with soft wood and glass reinforced 
plastics (GRP), etc. In that regard, local habits and traditions should also 
be taken into account. 

70. Many participants discussed difficul'ies experienced in applying new 
technology and introducing new 11aterials and noted that overcoming strong 
local traditions was often a loog-te111 process. In particular, some 
participants had found it difficult to replace wood as a construction 11&terial 
for fishing boats and fish boxes. The working group was of the opinion that a 
study should be carried out with respect to the suitability of other 11aterials. 

71. Some participants pointed out that the selection of different 11aterials 
for fishing boats was only one of the proble9S facing ..all-scale fishermen 
and administrations. The dioice of the type of vessel was often more 
important: they bad to be selected to meet widely varying conditions, frC!ll 
beach landing to open anchorages and sheltered landing pla..."""eS. It was 
suggested that the develo)Jllent of beach landing craft, for ex&11Ple, should be 
kept under review. 

72. With regard to beach landing craft, the participants were infol'lled that a 
seminar sponsored by the GoverD11eDt of Sweden was currently in session and 
that the subject had a high priority in the FAO Regular Progra e in fisheries. 

73. One participant referred to the problems associated with the introduction 
of new fishing technologies to 11&ture and traditional fisheJ"llen. Those 
problems were not readily overcome and were a constraint to the development of 
artisanal fisheries. For that reason, the participants considered that new 
sources of recruitment to the fishing industry should be explored. The FAO 
representative explained to the working group that in develuping advanced 
artisanal fisheries, FAO had experienced si•ilar difficulties in a number of 
countries. Mcnsurep were being taken to overcome that rroblem, including the 
training of young people recruited frOll other than the traditional fisheries 
sector. 

74. A feM participants stressed the importance of the 118JJ&gement function in 
fisheries, in the absence of which effective planning and the use of 
research-generated infol'll8tion were not possible. Consequently, they called 
for improving 118JJ&gement capabilities within the context of additional 
develolJllel)t efforts. 

75. Some participants felt that repair and uintenance were not iiven due 
importance by planners and investors. Yet the lack of those facilities was 
extremely acute and was felt particularly in remote areas and in the artisanal 
sector. Greater i111>rove11ents were possible in c01111ercial and large-scale 
fisheries, where in SOiie cases .aintenance and repair facilities could be 
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o?"ganized on a regional basis, which would reduce costa, avoid over-production 
and result in i.Jlprovements in the organization of work and the supply and 
11&11ufacture of spare parts. As concerns standardization, past efforts had not 
always produced satisfactory results; for that reason, additional efforts 
should be 11ade in that area, particularly with regard to the standardization 
of vessels, equiJ111ent and instruaentation. 

76. Many participants expressed the opinion that training and technology 
transfer should go together as far as possible and should be practical and 
tailored to the needs of recipient countries. It was noted that new equipcent 
and technologies would call for the training of operators, llBDufacturers and 
service personnel. Training should be job-related and oriented towards 
problem solving wherever possible, and emphasis should also be given to 
sea-going personnel. 

77. International and regional organizations made available detailed 
infonaation about their activities in the field, including the various training 
prog~ammes in the past or under implementation. 

78. Most patticipants were of the opinion that the lack of funds for 
investllellt progr&llmeS and credit schemes was one of the 11ajor constraints to 
the development of the fishing industry. It was emphasized that greater 
efforts should be 11&de to gain easier access to sources of funding. 

79. The working group noted with interest and appreciation the infonaation 
given by UNDP on the fishery donors consultation held in Paris in October 1986 
to promote the co-ordination of financial and technical as~istance to the 
fishing industry and on the round-table and consultative group meetings 
scheduled to be held in Cape Verde and Maurita&ia, organized by UNDP and the 
World Bank, respectively. 

80. SOiie participants stressed the need to pay special recognition to the 
increasingly important role women played in the development of fisheries and, 
within the integrated approach, the need to pay special attention to ensure 
that women workers should be considered in any development plans in order to 
further strengthen the socio-econoaic structure in the industry. 

81. Many participants stressed the need to ensure that fishing crews enjoyed 
satisfactory working conditions and were adequately re1111Derated for the tasks 
they perforaed. However, it was noted that it would be difficult to apply 
c011mOn standards, since conditions differed fr011 country to country and froa 
one type of fishery to another. Nevertheless, the participants considered 
that due regard should be given to those questions and that, where applicable, 
various international standards adopted by the International Labour 
Organisation (ILO) should be followed. 

82. Several participants considered that in SOiie instances fisherlleD could 
benefit from being organized in a group such as a co-operative or a fishen1en's 
organization. Benefits accruing frOll such arrangements could be easier access 
to credit, better supplies of gear, training schemes and welfare facilities. 
It was noted, however, that it would be necessary to proceed on a case-by-case 
basis. 
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IV. REPORT OF THE WORKING GROUP ON ISSUE 2: 
IMPROVEMENT OF THE FISH PRODUCTION CHAIN 
AND THE INCREASE OF ADDED VALUE 

83. Following the introduction of the issue paper on issue 2 (ID/WG.467/2), 
several participants mentioned that it reflected the 11ain problellS encountered 
in the fish processing industry in developing countries. 

84. Several participants expressed the need for a clear political will as a 
first step for the rational utilization of the fish resources available to 
each country at the industrial level. It was said that such political will 
was linked to the following 11ain objectives: 

(a} The pr0110tion of fish and fish products for hUll8D consuaption in 
order to satisfy the needs of d011eStic 11arkets; 

(b) The pr0110tion of fish and fish products for international 11arkets in 
order to earn hard currency; 

(c) The generation of employment. 

In order to achieve such objectives: 

(a) Financial support should be identified; 

(b) The country should be in a position to select the appropriate 
technology for the type and level of resources and development desired; 

(c) It should be possible to train the necessary 118npower. 

85. Several participants indicated that although some developing countries 
were promoting exports for economic reasons, i.e. to earn foreign exchange, 
the su~ply of fish to the local population should not be ignored. It was 
therefore imperative to develop industrial fisheries, since artisanal fisheries 
could not cope with the growing demand. It was also mentioned that equipment 
imported from developed countries was not always adapted to the conditions 
prevailing in developing countries. 

86. Regarding the selection of appropriate technology, the need to take into 
account the experience of the developed countries, as well as local working 
conditions and maintenance was mentioned. I111>rovements could be based on 
better techniques, •echanization, the use of s~•ple, s11all-scale techniques 
and better handling conditions and hygiene. The problem of the selection of 
the most adequate technology also related to the rational utilization of the 
~conoaic effort and the assimilation of techniques that could be developed 
locally. It was stated that the participants attending the Consultation caae 
from countriP.s with different levels of technology. Some of those countries 
had inadequate infrastructure for the expansion and modernization of their 
processing industries, and there was a question as to how to finance such 
expansion, whether through lo~.ns or subsidies. 

87. The need for the creation of a forWI for exchanging experiences on new 
technologies was voiced by several participants. It was also said that there 
was a need to share knowledge about the possibility of utilizing unconventional 
resources. The exploitation and consU11ption of krill was mentioned in that 
regard. 
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68. The relationshi1• bt:tt~ the transfer of teclmology and socio-econaaic 
factors was discussed by sev~ral participants. It was mentioned that there 
was a need to keep in •ind thP. traditions aDd culture of the people involved, 
to listen to tbea and to achieve good c<lllmlUDication through participation. 
That was especially important in dealing with artis...mal procfocts, since they 
were the outccme of a complex socio-economic and cultural fra..~rk. 

89. Sc.veral participants emphasized the i.Jlportance of the economics of 
operation, recalled the necessity of undertaking pre-investllent studies and 
called particular attention to the problems of the financial 118D&gement of 
enterprises, including those in the artisanal se<..tor. 

90. Regarding equiJ;lllebt, several participants indicated that equipment should 
be reliable and selected to suit the requiremP.nts of developing countries; 
proper maintenance of equipment and adequate training in that respect were 
particularly important. 

91. The problem of using ice in developing countries was discussed. The high 
cost of ice and its use in tropical countries was related to the high cost of 
energy, the high melting rates, the low efficiency of ice plBLts, the lack of 
proper 11aintenance and other factors. The introduction of insultated 
containers was llelltioned as a possible way to reduce the high cost of using 
ice, and the positive experiences of some countries with artisanal insulated 
containers were ment.i. -l. The possibility of using small solar-powered ice 
11&chines, which were · ·ently being tested, was also mentioned. 

92. In order to llake it possible to adopt the 110St adequate technology and 
development model, it was necessary to have personnel with adequate technical 
knowledge who were capable of designing program.es and policies that took into 
account the situation of the country and the instruments at their disposal. 
Such personnel had to be adequately trained. Therefore training should cover 
not only fishen1en, workers, technicians and other professionals, but also 
personnel from tbe goverll9ent bodies that were responsible for the fisheries 
industry activities. An appropriate training strategy would have to take into 
account all activities in the sector, in particular institutional and socio
professional structures, the appropriate organization of activities, the 
various support services, etc. 

93. The language problem in training was 11entioned by several participants. 
It was agreed that traini~g should be provided in local languages, especially 
in the case of technicians and middle-level staff. The need for training 
11&nagerial staff in fish processing industries was also mentioned. 

94. The need to utilize new types of audio-visual aids in training was 
discussed. Several participants mentioned the use of video films; although 
that technique was found useful in general, it was pointed out that it required 
professional staff and appropriate equipment to produce a video fil• of good 
quality. 

95. The need for further efforts to co-ordinate the treining activities 
carried out by organizations and institutions that could be of interest to 
developing countries was mentioned. 

96. SOiie countries offered their training faciliti~s to developing countries. 
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97. Froa the discussions it was clear that countries wer~ not always aware 
of the technical aaterial and visual aids available from UNIOO and FAO, and 
there was a need to make such infor11ation 110re effective and 11<>re available to 
users. 

98. There was a shortage of •iddle-level technicians such as mechanics, 
electricians, refrigeration experts and others to carry out day-to-day 
operations and :maintenance in the fishery industries in 118DY developing 
countries. It was neces5ary to train such technicians, taking into account 
the conditions of the country, and periodically to offer additional training 
in new techniques. 

99. A training progra1111e on fish utilization, quality control and inspection 
funded by the Danish International Development Agency (DANIDA) was currently 
executed through FAO. The representative of UNDP mentioned that UNDP was 
considering support for a special FAO project on training in fish quality 
control, as well '15 a project for strengthening the advisory services of FAO 
on fishing technology and aquaculture. 

100. The technology ap:'lfrd to the packaging of fishery products offered wide 
scope for i111>roving the present situation in many developing countries, 
especially in canning, since the cost of cans for low-priced products 
disqualified them as an econ011ically viable solution. In that regard, efforts 
should be made to develop applications for new 11aterials that were economically 
viable. At the same time, efforts should be made to improve the presentation 
of products for sale to the 11arkets of developed countries, thus achieving 
maxillUll value added to the products exported froa developing countries. 

101. While it was necessary to develop appropriate systems for quality 
assurance, they should not be a barrier to production by introducing 
unnecessary costs. Adequately trai11,d personnel with a high level of for11al 
training and practical knowledge of products and production methods would be 
needed. 

102. Fish silage was mentioned as one possible method for the treatment of 
fish waste for animal feed. Although it was well-known, the method was not 
often used, and it would be advisable to consider it in some developing 
countries. The method, utilizing lactic or fonaic acid for fish silage, •ight 
not be suitable for application on fishing vessels for by-catch. The 
biological method of fish silage producti~n •ight have SOiie advantage for 
developing countries. 

103. The quality of products fro. developing countries should meet market 
requireaents and correspond to the purchasing power of potential buyers. 
Developing countries should look into the possibility of using alternative 
market channels. 

104. The relationship between international fish prices and technology was 
discussed. Despite price variations in the short tel"ll, which could be in llBDY 
cases higher than the reduction in cost achieved by an i111>roved technolo,y, in 
the mediUll and long tena such prices were influenced by new technologies. That 
affected particularly developing countries that did cot generate their own 
technologies, and their industrial facilities could becOlle obsolete. 
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105. The problem of the lack of transportation from the landiilg places to t~e 
coosUll(>tion centres in developing countries was Jle!ltioned by several 
participants as a bottle-neck in fisheries development. The problem of 
collecting fish froa small producers was also discussed, as well as the 
problem of distributing ice to such producers. The costs of collecting, 
transporting and distributing fish should be taken into account during 
pre-feasibility studies. 

106. Several participants e91>hasized that it was i.aportant for products 
intended for export to be cQ11Petitive, otherwise countries aight face probleas 
in marketing their products. Certain canned fish were cited as an example of 
that problem because of the high cost of e91>ty tin-plate cans. 

107. Several participants were of the view that although financial resources 
were generally available for good projects, either froa aultilateral or 
bilateral institutions, financing re11ained a problem. Banking procedures 
often did not correspond to the needs of the fisheries sector, especially in 
the case of saall-scale traditional fishing and fish processing activities. 
It was therefore rec01111ended that, within the integrated approach to 
saall-scale fishery develoi:-ent, special care should be taken to proaote new 
types of credit systems adapted to local socio-econ011ic realities. 

108. ProblellS of fish product inspection and quality control in developing 
countries were discussed. The lack or inadequacy of quality assurance 
program1eS at the national and plant level were recognizecl as one of the aain 
constraints to the further developaent of exports, particularly of high value 
products. 

109. The need for closer collaboration between inspection agencies from 
exporting and importing countries, as well as between agencies in a region, 
was emphasized. 
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